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• sensible or silent under the gross and malig
nant calumnies aimed, through my sides against my most revered benefactors. I feel
PUBLISHED BY
also that there is »oue measure of justice duo
JAMES K. REM!CAT.
Hon. JOHN-QUINCY ADAMS.
to myself ; though trie disparagement of my
Conditions —$1 50 per annum, if paid in the
I humble state probably entered no further in
VICE PRESIDENT,
course of the year. And no papers discontinued until
to the views of these calumniators, than as it
Hon. JOHN C. CALHOUN.'
al! arrearages are paid.
might implicate the respectability of persons
---------------- —---equally
distinguished for exalted station and
ELECTORS AT LARGE FOR MAIRE,
moral excellence. That the feelings of a des
Dox. TÜO.HAS FILLEBROWN,
BOMES^W.
olate woman, who has endured the extremity
Hon. JAMES CAMPBELL.
” "
D/WRESS/NG.
of distress, without hating brought upon her
We learn from the Charleston papers that the
self the shadow of obloquy, either for the cau*
ELECTOR OF PRESI Di'NT.
gale of the 14<th ult. did considerable damage to
Col. NATHANIEL HOBBS, òfBerM, sea or the consequences of her misfortunes^
the shipping on the Southern Coast, and seriously
1 should have been outraged, by the inhuman
injured houses, bridges, fences, crops, &c- A let
1 and unsparing exposure of her private affairs
ter from the Post Master at Coilins’ Cross Roads, particulars of the storm in that vicinity
John
Holmes
$
Van
Buren
s to the rude handling of newspaper contriver*
For two weeks past we have experienced an al
dated the 16th, states that all the bridges in that
PRESIDENTIAL CAN DID ATES.
! sy. to the Vulgar malignity, or awkward avicinity had been carried away—that the roads most continued fall of rain, pouring down in such
i pologies of whatever partizan may chance tn
Wll‘ ever pray. C,",be,‘^,alt7 •were impassable—and that all the accounts South torrents as if the “ windows of heaven” were open
FOR PRESIDENT.
i have his zeal enlisted in a political quarrel to
ing upon us. Our river has risen to a considerable
WILLIAM MERRIli
j of him gave a horrid detail of the effects of the
WILLIAM
II.
CRAWFORD
of
Gear
Ma.
' w bich she is an utter stranger ; and all mere
height, and we very much fear its low lands are
. .. Daw SU
H r •torm.
xu rue g..e ------------- ... ..... .........---------- ,
UfA duelist and murderer of Van Allen dfä
ly f >r the purpose of seeking a pretext to
so
completely
inundated
that
our
choicest
crops
of
In the gale the British ship John and Mary
j malign a public character, was matter <if no
‘odbyC.B. Smith, Sec.ofthV^' Lawton, from Honduras for Liverpool, lost fore cotton will be, or have been swept away by the
FOR
VICE
PRESIDENT,
!
liftlo surprise and disgust to one, not at all
deluge.
—— ’
1 and main-topsails, most of her sails, and sprungThe Augusta mail, due on Thursday, did not , ALBERT V UAHV, a »¡-ive of Geneva ‘ versed in the mazes of politics, and having
STATE of MAINE,
1 [ her bowsprit in two places, had her deck swept of
in
Switzerland
and,
under
Washington's
adminis

little experience of that officious and imper
every thing, lost six of her crew overboard, and arrive. In attempting on the previous day, to |
I
. .
IN SENATE, FES
tration the Leader of a rebellion in Pennsylvania, tinent zeal, degenerating into virulent ran
pass Shiver’s Creek, between the former place, and j
‘ P^Lltlon aforesaid-Qrdered %'ill';'I two
tw > were wounoea.
was below
ueiow Milanese
.»11
wounded. one
She was
Charleston
and who afterwrads escaped the punishment de cour, which usually characterizes the subal
Jera?heraPnnattekted C0PV
I 20-h ult. and had part of the crew of ship Albion, ' Edgefield Court House, the stage was carried ;
e»a paperiri9M|3UbllShedin t!^* 1 Stephenson, from Honduras for London, which down by the rapidity of the stream. The driver, ; nounced against Treason in consequence of a general tern partizans of faction. But that an act of
pardon of the Rebels.
the most pure and disinterested b ’mmlence,
t Statesman and e*" Kennebunk,<i w''s thrown on her beam ends, lost main and miz- with difficulty, succeeded in cutting loose the ;
in the private Lfeof a statesman, should hav©
land, ^'ee weeKs'sXriXE* [ en masts, boats, bulwarks, and every thing on j horses from the harness, and in securing the mail j
and
baggage.
Having
arrived
at
the
next
stage,
I
FOR
ELECTOR
OF
PRESIDENT,
been perverted into the theme of wide-spread
0 be sixty days, at least, before tU ?: deck, split the plank shear, and lost one man over- I
Rev. HENRY SMITH, of Alfred.
obloquy and vile reproach : pub! cly main*
of the first session of the next Lefoft ' board ; and the ship filled with water. The cap- | he found it impossible to proceed with it, in con- ■
sons interested.
£ gft tain and crew with much difficulty succeeded in | sequence of the road being obstructed by fallen j
taint'd with ceaseless industry and invincible
Prom the Washington National Journal,
securing themselves on the poop, and the remains trees, blown down by the gale. He was compell- i
obstinacy, against all reason and probability ;
I
of the foretop and remained there until next day, ed to return.
and now affecting to derive adventitious con
On Tuesday and Wednesday we had a heavy < dlr. Alexander Keèr, and Gen. John P. Van
SentRdpM?ft Concur^ce
when the John and Mary bore down for the Al
sequence from responsible names brought for*
Ness.
BENJAMINA MES, h*, bion, expecting relief; but finding her water log north-easterly blow. The gable end of Mr Bar- '
- ward implicitly to avow, or openly te justify
House of Representatives.
[
rert’s new brick building, and a chimney of Mr. I
We had determined to take no further notice of
ged, her only endeavors were to save the souls on
which
had ■■ before
disreputable attempt to the anonymous calumnies
at)d concurred,
nail's,
tjuus '. these gentlemen, and their ......
.
is
1
Hall’s, were blown down. K=3tiess
Restless bea
Sea Gulls
lives have been lost, nor have we heard of any ve
ry serious bodily injury being sustained. The riv
er has risen to such a height as to cover most of the
low ground plantations on its margin, & the dam
age done by it must have been immense. On Beach
; Island,, where the ,prospect
a few days
.
. ago was un• commonly promising, the crops are almost wholly
destroyed. We have heard it intimated (hat in the
1 destruction of the cr ip of a worthy and respecta| ble planter, a few miles below this place, the loss
¡will not probably be shprt of twenty or twentyfive thousand dollars. Other large and valuable
crops are also entirely destroyed ; and the loss of
cattle, hogs and horses, from the sudden rise of the
rivet, must have been great.
The Columbia Telescope, furnishes the following '

Md Cumbering ."•«« fe J’1
stance vonr j*nd’.north ofs
.

BENJAMIN GREENE, 8» 5 board the Albion-a line with much difficulty was
copy attest,
SfMi [ passed from the John and Mary to the Albion,
ES B. SMITH, Secretary of the SrJ | which was the means of saving the Captain and

were screaming over our heads': driven no doubt
.
,
. ,
°
,
r
. • r
•
by the violence of the storm, from their favorite
and tempestuous e.ement.
,
Since writing the above, we understand that
Gen. W Hampton, and Col. John Taylor, have
sustained very heavy losses by the inundation of
their low grounds. The embankments of our Caual, we fear, will be considerably injured.
P. S.
.ton the
P. S. Unfortunate Calamity.—We stop the
press to state, that the Augusta Stage in crossing
the lower ferry at Granby has been lost. The fer
ry boat is propelled across the river by a rope
reaching from bank to batik. The rope parted
as the boat reached the' middle of the river, when
it was carried down the current with furious rapid
ity, and meeting with some obstruction immedi
ately upset. A passenger, the driver, and twn
horses perished. The passenger is Mr Blocker,
son if Gen. Jesse Blocker, of Edgefield district,
a student of the South Carolina College.
The Pee Dee Gazette says, “ our river, together
with the neighbor.,,g creeks, have been e ttretnely

SATÎ-Gim NOSrSmATXOïTJ.

pervert an act of the purest charity, on the part of; flovVed lu n>|M -uh streams from

i.ivnlg d

into
imva
II Mr. Adams,
ipto a matter or
of reproach. Mrs. Moul- Ij «»a
ail(| ao/'VAt
secret s-mreps
sources ?; exmeiifi
exceeds Ml
al! !1 ennui
could Ihave
however>^as cla!med the use of our columns for !
' her
• - own
-----'*"* ''z'b—" f"' imagined of the depravity of party-spirit, or
vindication, and that of her benefactors, a-'
eight of the ciew ; the chief mate of the Albion,
> g^i:st the mis-statements of these gentlemen
and rather of that vulgar malevo ence and envy
in attempting to pass from one ship to the other
j we do not perceive that they can, injustice, be refnS- i by which the coarser instruments of party
was drowned. Six of the crew belonging to the
!
ed
to
her.
The
statement
which
we
publish
to
day,
| are animated to assail wha’ever of excellence
Albion were left on the wreck, in consequence of
JUST RECEIVED Bi
is horn her own pen, and is under oath* The read-I or reputation may stand in the way
of
the line breaking which saved the others, and it
«
PT
e
'T
£
S'
d
\
their political or personal views and,
,
OWEN BïïMsai being impossible to get another line on board ;
t.vatcd lady, who baa seen l.app.er um«, and whose
mber 17, 1824.
interests.
their situation the most destitute that can be im
misfortune» and good conduct combined, would have
I find besides, that some strange misap
commanded the respect and sympathy of all men,
agined, having nothing to eat or drink. The res
from whose bosoms the feelings of humanity were prehensions of factsand circumstances hove
Take Notice,
cue of the crew from the Albion, enabled the John
not
so
entirely
banished
as
to
strip
them
of
a
1
!
pre

prevailed,
as well among the professed friends
persons indebted to the Subscriber, I and Mary to free herself of she water in her hold.
tensions te the name of men We have heard much and defenders, as the determined foes of tho
Capt. Stephenson states that the gale was the
[nested to make an immediate payment
of the flinty-hearted cruelty of some landlords in
principal object of attack ; and that it is in
Washington, towards their unfortunate tenants ; but
ndebted to him, whose drwmpu® ; most violent and awful one he ever experiencedAccounts have been received at Charleston from
that a female, a virtuous, accomplished, and distressed cumbent on me to correct some of the inad
lore years standing i ¡rerented m '
vertencies of the one, whilst I contradict
Savannah
where
great
damage
was
done,
and
the
female,
in
the
peculiarly
affecting
situation
of
Mrs.
e the same, by Note,« w other' I
Moulton, should luve been, in th:s age of Civilization, such of the falsehoods of the other, as fall
rst day of November next; as ahiJ* tide rose six feet tug her than had been known for
the object of such barbarous rudeness and oppression, within «he scope of my own personal knowl
fifty years. The ship Augusta, of New-York
>mpts will be put out of his basds after!' ■
from any man in this City, bearing the name of gen
parsed her fast a. from the north side of the river,
edge. After this preliminary explanation of
He, for collection,
tleman, was not what we were prepared to expect.—
was compelled to cut away her foremast, and after
But this, bad as it is, is not the worst feature in this my motives,and inducements Cor offering my
JASON N. LANGDOXl !•
wards
carried
away
her
main
and
mizzen
topmasts,
upon t^e^een
the statement given by
bunk-Port, Sept. 221. 1824.
11
i -e:: for,
tor; =
tj thisrespecta^respeeUj testimony to the public, I shall strictly con
and was drove five miles up the river—she however
fine myself to the simple duties of a faithful
eXtorted from her, with a double view.—First,
sustained no damage in her hull.
1 he ship Em high, so much so, that they were impassab.e for i
SOICjtj one of securing more money than was due ; witness.
peror, of New-Y vk, drove against a lumber several hours ; we have not heard from the river
Samuel L. Osborn,
The mistakes of a writer in the National
I aded brig, at the same tune carrying with her a lands, but are fearful that a number of crops that an(j secOndly, to he in wait and see who would come Journal of Tuesday last, (whose good inten
were spared by the rot and rust, have been ruined i to the relief of the suffering victim, in order that the
Steam
Boat
Flat,
with
dry
goods
on
board,
and
ECTFULLY informs the’pabic, felt i
by the inundation of the fields.” We have received ’ person who should so come, might, after being swiu* tions I have no reason to question,) demand
noved to the ¡New Store opposte tfeù i ad brought up together in Sides* Creek- one mile no further rnteHigeuc.^-the adjoining d...rie!S. j died^t of
kVoTnX, P-ol^ my first notice. Amongst other misappre
here he intends keeping supplied» I and a haff above the ciiy. The schr. Maria, of
hensions and exaggerations which, as they
tstly solicits a share of their custom, 1 j »St. Simons, was, cut* in two by a sl op belonging
I of the
luv facts of
_f this
tl.B case ;7 but,
hr., from
fre- the
thz statement for
Lr 
relate to matters merely personal aud private,
ast favor from them shall, be retpitód j t>- Bai imore, and was entirely losc-uthe sloop re
MICHIGAN.
merly published in this paper, connected with that
are
not necessary to be particularized, he in
id upright discharge of duty is his w I ceived but little injury
by7 Mrs
Moulton,, we can only exDetroit, Sept. 17' Letters from the Indian ,now
JUW furnished, ..
----- ----------The Pilot Boat Georgi
Accent. Mr. Schoolcroft, give the particulars of ■ press the
very
Washui.v hope
L-r- that there
2 : : are
- -------7rfew
"----men
f in
‘ ”
” .’1- timates that, in the extremity of my affairs^!
The Store, which he removed from, ri | an drifted afoul of the Revenue Cutter, and was t '
r
r r
a
•
i
1 • ingtpn,
- -.».U
a /»nuM
who
could rl^Qrpnd
descendtntonlav
play trip
the narfr
part whirh
which , an appeal had
_________
_____ to the
.... charity
______
been__made
of
compelled to
away her
LU cut
vul away
uv» foremast
—* y; aUo had her ■ the massacre of a party of five Americans, by a .
imediately, on applicationasabove. j I .COiljpeucu
seems to have been played by the gentleman whose ,
public, in a subscription paper drawn up
bends ripped up, and received considerable other ? gang of Chippewa Indians, in July last, on the j

Valuable Medicine. ,
DYSPEPTIC PILLS, prepared by W j
' JAMES.—An approved remedy lor D’ |
ir Indigestion, Habitual Coswentss,d I
¿ell known that Dyspeptia is coed«
|uent diseases of our country. Its«« ,
jt is indicated in different pa»»
:oms, of which the most renw»?^ :
irity of the bowels, obstinate c®’« .
:on:monlv called nervousoi' sid J®
s of the eyesandskin,aci itp!j2|.'
eating, often called heart burn, & L
1 the stomach, bitter taste w the ® m
-,g, foetid breath, drowsing after
ssitude, emaciation, depression of .f j
ng connected with
f [j
; certainly and speedilRe^

afflicted with any of the aJ°JeajX

__ __ J |
^Pl^rand Macherii

12. 1813.

rnTTGin'obWELMq t
<0Lbli,^ r£p0RsM I

1 Bushels Corn,

and half bls. nnperfine Flour-

l8. 2 and 3 Mackerelb

, 17, 1824.

____

“blanks.
¡assortment of
t this 0$^’

J

names are at the head of this article. We are pre-; .
1,,. Alexander Kerr
damage. The bhip Cotton Plant, of N. York, Upper Missisippi. The Americans aud Indians . nared to pardon a good deal of the zeal of political i
,1, , *
Now, d
it ,s
is true
true en0USrh
enough thah
that, frOfn
from C,rCUtn
ctrcutn
Brigs Almira, of Botton, Francis, of Philadelphia, met accidentally, and encamped near each other. I paltizans ; butthaithe private charities of a man of
and several othey vessels, names not recollected, In the night the Indians crept silently to the tent j such perfectly irreproachable conduct and morals as stances with which the public has no concern,
rode out rhe gale in safety. In the city several of the Americans, seized their arms and then kil- I Mr. Adams, should be watched, and distorted into and which have been greatly misunderstood
houses were blown down, and others unroofed, all led and scalped four of them, the fifth attempting electioneering topics, against him, betrays a coarse by the writer in question, I was left most des
ness, a bitterness, and a baseness of depravity, which oíate, in that peculiar situation of a wife
the trees blown down ; and also several houses at to escape by swimming the river, was shot by the !j
we had hoped had no existence in our society.—It is
savages on the opposite bank. The Indians then ;
which gives to every external cause of care
Tamacraw.
,
,
of the pure charities of such a manr towards such a i
At Augusta. the wind blew excessively hard, returned to Vieu Desert with their plunder and ' woman, whose virtues and misfortunes would have i anil anxiety so deleterious an influence. A
Ac’ing Governor Woodbridge will der I consecrated her in the estimation pf every man who j large family, consisting of my own children,
and the raia fell m torrents. The Chronicle of scalps
mand of the Chippewas that the murderers be de- i deserves the name, that Mr. Alexander Kerr can re- . aud the orphans of a deceased sister, were on
the 18th says—
We have no recollection of having ever before livered up to justice. The scene of this murder ; concileit to himself to use the insiduous and unmanly i my hands; all depending ou my exertions
witnessed a storm of equal severity and continuance is far beyond the boundary of any white popula- i insinuation, “ I knew nothing of the connexion be- ( for their subsistence. In order to provide a
tween Mr- A. and this woman'*—this, too, after the [
in this quarter, or one which left such evidences o. tion, *
unfeeling cruelty which he had himself practised to livelihood for this helpless and burthensome
its irresistible fury. The destruction done by it,
wards her, and after the extremely unjustifiable fi-i family, I took a house of Mr. Alexander
New-Jersey.—11 How to tame a” brutal hus nesse by which he entrapped Mr. Adams into a re- i
however, has been chiefly in the prostration of trees
Kerr, at the yearly rent of $250 ; with a view
and fences. Bet ween four and five hundred trees, band.—Extract of a letter from the editor of the sponsibility beyond his intention.
to open a milliner’s shop, and to eke out my
Messrs. Kerr and Van Ness are both officers in the '
if
more, have
down in •¡Cheraw (S. C-) Intelligencer, now in New-Jerit not
not more,
uavc we
wc presume been
ww». blown
...... ........
scanty
aud precarious income by taking a
Bank of the Metropolis: they are both landlords, too, ieoy.
“
While
at
Patterston,
a
circumstance
oc

this
place
—
-in
some
of
the
streets
whole
ranges
Ley
;
till» yiaw---- - — ----- - .
few boarders. A combination of unfortunate
curred which to me was of a most novel and ex- . and, if we are correctly informed, have studied hu- i
were
— Cvsiis.
TVLIV blown down,
-y without a solitary exception
.
circumstances
defeated all my honest endeav
; manity in the same school. They are, also, both i
and fences were prostrated in various quarters, traorcjinary nature. *I was
wao told however, it was
---- ,
, s of that candidate for the Presidency, whose
ours to prosper in either bran« h of my busi
The eastern chimney of the jail was blown down, a custom of thatplace. A man flogged his wife [
- mana
motto is, “ management,” and according to whose j ness. A very dull season succeeded my out
and carried with it the gable end of the building, severely. He was arrested and taken before
... a -j >ry
- codg
code of
of ¿orals,
ii.v.ais, ““ all play is fair play.” We cannot '
set ; and in the
en-uing
summer and autumn
’ roof.
c. Two chim- of twenty-one women. They sentenced him to be imdgine an incident more raitnnmy
..
’m;
faithfully cnaractenstic
characteristic or
of ~J 7 f „
breaking through a part of" the
Col Ware’s bouse were Blown down ; the whipped until he should appear to be perfectly the whole parry, thanthe use made, by these men, of,mJ'
family »«»Il E';'! ">
kj
‘ 111
' 1 -ss;
nies of Col- Ware’s house were blown down
avLwi hcharity. .It is just such a low,cun-; : the
andof
of our ordmnrr
ordinary
The rMue of several of the brick house, was penitent, and beg his wife’, pardon on hi. knees,........
this a«uuo
of private
»’« expenses of
-f which,
« hwh.and
lead on t*«,
> .--f,
---------------rrrr .r.r.-j
accordingly
ningf
unmanly
trick,
as'might have been expectedI_maintenance, consumed all our scanty means,
_
.
6
.
-r
,...
L..
1
......
.1
„„.1
a
__________
nincr.
nnmanlv
trick,
as
might
have
been
expected:
blown off, rolled up as if done by hand,, and in ' He fefused.
Seven cowskins were
of the from the projector of the 4th of July embarrassment.¡ an(] produced the most serious distress. I
some instances carried away. A tin gutter was provided, and actively employed
:n?P (B'e by
I seven • • i
We shall «.KT
say ha
no mnrp
more ?; Knfr
but rnmmit
commit these gentlemen
crpntlpmpn
r
s' ......
11
■
the back
off *the
the just, and the virtu necessarily fell in arrear to my landlord, two
blown from the U S. Arsenal, near this place, twenty-one women, on thv
’
u* criminal. :
quarters rent. $125 ; for which I was visited
ia»c uwi,
..................____ been . He.........
.____________
Seven others then
and we have
not MV«.«
heard whether
it ___
has since
still continued
subborn.
ous.
with a legal distress, after having been dis
A number of chimnies, which we are not took the cowskins and lashed him well. Still he
found. 1*
— ------------ .-----..............................................................-----with j
tressed by the most importunate demands,
able to particularize, were
blown down—and at the remained
refractory. Tile
The remaining
remaining seven
seven wi
DEPOSITION OF MRS: M. G. MOULTON.
urged with ail imaginable harshness and rig
Sand Hills, trees and fences were prostrated as well much energy commenced operation ; they fleeced t Washington, to wit:
' him so severely, he was at length compelled to
as in town.
Be it remembered, that Mary G. Moul our—urged, indeed, so harshly, and with sq
“ surrender at discretion ”
They then ducked, I
At Hamburg, we understand Mr. Shultz’s upper
ton this day personally appeared before the little consideration of my sex or misfortunes,
’and compelled him, on his knees, to ask forgive, .
warehouse and the market-house were blown down.
undersigned Justice of the Peace of said coun that I experienced a degree of relief, when
!ness of bis injured wife.—Whether or not. the par- >
Some of the streets in this place were so com
ty, and solemnly swore, on the holy evan the task of exaction was transferred from tha
pletely blocked up by the fallen trees, as to be al •ties were authorized, in this extraordinary measure, ; gelists, to the truth of this, her deposition, creditor to the regular minister of the law :
'by law, 1 cannot say. It was generally considerfrom whom I had not to apprehend the shock
most impassable, even for footmen, till a passage
in the words following :
was made by cutting away the brush—and the ied a just and salutary punishment. 1 should sup- ;
The public notice is solicited with such ex of abrupt intrusions into my sick-chamber,
pose that one or two repetitions of this summary I
sound of axes in Broad-street, on Wednesday
traordinary perseverance to my private af- which I had experienced at the hands of the
morning, notwithstanding the rain, was like the ‘,■and
— degrading
„
„ .punishment, would effectually put a

S^od of workmen clearing a foreiu Happily so ¡stop to wife-wiping.

! fairs, that I can no longer remaitt either in- creditor in person.

AU this is true, ar^L

fS a
¡¡ho
vut

Indeed, the few dissatisfied and nbitioiis men,
rf whi f Retr^£ ’ Æpctons of f
ks we b
have‘persuaded you in an unlucky moment to consent
exi tei
to be made the tool of their schemes, have done it for
tcranc I
no other purpose than to prop the hopes of an expi.
In a(
(»r
But, with all this accumulation of misery thus come forward to my relief, it is true, 1 note another (the third) quarter’s rent, had■ ring faction, and are now chuckling at the weakness,
been in
which made you an easy victim of their arts. What
jeter.
and helplessness, it is not true that I had ev nave done all in my power to diminish the become due, which made her present debt , object
had Mr. William King, of Maine, in urging
Mrer resorted to the expedient of a charitable debt by my work. In her answer, favoring $187 50.” Now this is utterly untrue, it you to be a candidate, but to serve the interests of
a fouo
subscription : and if Mr. Kerr, as suggested my application for assistance in the crisis of fact ; and still more uncandid and evasive ii , William H. Crawford, whose success he flatters himself
merit,
by the writer in question, did indeed take up my affairs, produced by the distress, she inti its drift*—it is wholly untrue that the third1 will be the making of his fortune ?
red wi
quarter
’
s
rent
bad
become
due
previous
to
the
You are then a candidate to promote the interests of
sinks i
on himself any such benevolent office, he has mates in the most delicate terms, (as if will
teresre
hid his light under a bushel, for no ray of it ing to relieve me from a too oppressive sense date of the note. I insisted, and still insist,. Mr. Crawford ; of a DUELLIST, whose hands are
. dyed in the life’s blood of a fellow creature. Have
of Mr.
ever penetrated the gloom of my distress. of obligation«) that she “ will continue to em in truth and justice, that the 20th of Decem you pondered well the step you have taken ? Have
dishon
Nor was it necessary to have,invoked his hu ploy me, so as to enable me, in pari, to repay ber, and not the. 15th, was the quarter-day : you not acted unadvisedly ? Have you not beenov^.
wish t<
and she will bear But as Mr. K. insists on the 15th, and the• persuaded? Can you at this period of your life,, tot
manity to aid me in any such a way ; for my (he debt, by my work
acter<
situation had been delicately anticipated by honorable testimony of my grateful efforts to note bears date on that very day, I feel war tering on the brink of eternity, by giving in the most
yindic
considerate and kind friends, who ministereo indemnify her in that way ; though, in fact, to ranted by common sense and truth (whatever• solemn manner your sanction to a practice, on which
move1
have publicly denounced all the “curses of the
portin
to my more pressing necessities ; and of Mr. a very partial extent.— If I were at liberty to may be the arbitrary rules of bank-law or ofI' you
law,” bring the blush of shame to the cheeks of friends,
t Chief
Kerr I neither asked nor expected any fa publish, for her honor, her note at large, the bank-veracity) in denying that the rent hae who have venerated your character, and sully the pabeassi
vour, but the negative one of mercy or for shame of her calumniator, and the indignation become due previous to that date ; that is,' rity of a fame, unimpeached aud unsuspected in all
purity
bearance ; some little relaxation of the penal of every ingenuous soul, would avenge her. previous to the day on which itself became the former acts of a long and useful lifej Can you
the sa
Gàiette.
rigours with which the law had armed him. beyond any desire of hcrown excellent heart. due. But whatever nice cavils may be rais iay suicidal hands on your own reputation and thus
destroy
what
ought
to
be,
and
we
doubt
not
is,
more
ed
from
dates,
and
from
the
artful
use
madt
Thirdly. Mr. Kerr next averts that « 1
So much for the misapprehensions of one,
KO. VIT.
dear to you than life, with as much deliberation as*
who, with seeming good intent, has inter called on him to conclude the arrangement. »f Mrs. A’s. expression, “ present debt ” the Mr. Crawford pistolled the unfortunate VAN AL
Culiinibia» Sta
meddled in this odious controversy.—But, as [that is for securing him by Mr. A’s endorse very right and truth of the case warrant me. LEN ? You cannot. You cannot’ give the lie to
Kej«
to the unfeeling and inhuman authors and a- ment.] and asked him to write a note for three as will be obvious to any one who will take your own professions. You cannot so far forget your
bettors of the misrepresentations with which quarters rent, $187 50: that he.did so, and the pains to examine the circumstances with character as a Christian Minister. You cannot so far
&c. All this 1 attention and candor, in asserting as I do, disregard your duty, as the servant of the supreme
it was originally commenced, and has evel gave it [the note] to me
Wnri’’f»r r'1""
lawgiver, who has said “ thou shalt do no mur
since been prosecuted, I shall pass by all a- utterly and positively deny:-and, indeed, that the whole treaty commenced and pro der.” Retrace then quick y the hasty step you have
difar
“f'r
Ti
''’iordaUí[be recollected, was, “ f
nonymous slander and falsehood, to what is feel myself astonished and confounded, at an gressed upon the state of the debt as it exist taken, and redeem-your sinking reputation.
MrJ
<
d
at
the
time
of
laying
the
distress,
and
be

!Bte8
’
care
over
the
People
oft
Unless age, which has enfeebled your bodily pow
said under the responsibility of a known assertion so glaringly contradictory to the
Uní1«
known truth of the fact. I solemnly declare fore the third quarter expired ; that ail th. ers, has likewise impaired the powers of yotTr intel
name.
■K-brr,.«®
“P'eí
bis ki -•■'
“-“■i"
lect,
you
can
never
forget
the
following
solemn
in

Then I solemnly aver that the tf statement that, between the time of Mr. A’s. agreeing references, in the course of the correspon junctions, which but a few years since on the Lord’s
West
by d. Kerr” in the Washington Gazette of to become my security, and the execution of deuce on that subject to the debt, meant arn Day you uttered from the pulpit in your own sanctua
mark:
the 14th inst. is absolutely untrue in the fol ¡he note, I never saw Mr. Kerr;—the only intended the identical debt distrained for ; ry. They must be engraven on the tablet of your
if Mi
’'’‘Ci*«“1“”8
interview I had with him, after he had disr and if the third quarter, as Mr. K. contends, memory in living characters ; but should you persist
lowing particulars :
care
rfa8otifor preie
that in h
First. It is not true that his being unable trained my property, was at the French Min expired on the 15th December, and Mrs A in employing the influence of your name to elevate a
blood
stained
Duellist
to
the
Chief
Magistracy
of
the
X P«Ple of lhe W“‘” '
to get me out of the house, or any refusal on ister’s sale ; where, after seeking him at hh- tliei) or afterwards, spoke of my present debt. Union, tho e characters will each become a source of
had
it
was
impossible
for
any
fair
mind
to
con

own
house,
I
had
followed
him
to
ask
some
my part to leave it, entered in any degree
cond
torture and agony to your soul :
?oyernmei
had ¿-not only wttn
whatsoever into bis motives for distraining forbearance—I there represented, in moving clude but that she meant and intended the Extract from Sermon de ivered ly the Rev- Dr.
Bald’win, entitled “ the dangerous influence oj vicious
my property, as he asserts. The only con terms, my distressful circumstances, and the same debt to which the preceding part of thi
example
”
had
ceivable foundation for his assertion is, that, Unavoidable causes that had produced them. same series pf correspondence (confessedly
The practice of Duelling has of late increased to
that La strong objection to him as a can
just before my confinement, he came, abrupt After some conversation, he proposed that if before the 15th.) referred and alluded : and t an “
alarming degree, and threatens to overthrow the
was,’ Spresidency.J The best that cou. I
ly and without notice, into my room, and said 1 could give him good security for the two again assert, that there could have been m. very pillars of social order and happiness.—This bardate
( S in reference to the subject, w s, th
if 1 could not pay the rent, I must leave the quarters rent then due, he would give me in ambiguity or misunderstanding on the part barous mode of adjusting disputes seems to mock the
taid i
house ; he made no definite demand of pos dulgence for the third, which was to fall due ‘ of Mr. K. ; because, so far from intending power of the magistrate, and set at equal defiance all
be ha
session, nor was there another word said on in the course of the month. With this 1 was or professing to intend, that Mr. A. slnmid laws, human and divine. But what can be done ?
pod
the subject; but he proceeded, without fur obliged to be satisfied, and we parted, under become security for the third quarter, it was Shall society connive at a practice, which it is ac
knowledged is both inhuman and impious ? Can they
the q
ther notice, to distrain, in less than a month that agreement perfectly expressed and un distinctly and positively stipulated between do it, and not incur the just displeasure of a holy
„fee him be« 1« /ef"led
after my confinement. Now, if Mr. Kerr derstood between us : and subsequent to that ¡rim and myself that it should be excluded: God ?”
y. d|
Were it not that the moral sense of mankind has be
meant only to assert that he was induced to arrangement, so made at the French Minis in so far as it was agreed between us that 1
roe, J iowas a patriot of the Revolution
| [d I for a moment forget the ntimerc
distrain by my permitted continuance in the ter’s sale, I never had one interview, nor ex should have indulgence for the third quarter, come strongly vitiated, we conceive it would be im
house, and by my utter inability to leave it changed one word with Mr. Kerr on the sub upon giving satisfactory security for lhe oth possible for a man, whose hands were reeking with
and misdemeanors which distinguish t
dm
the blood of his brother, to return again to the friend
during the intermediate time, I have nothing ject : which makes it impossible that what he er two : and Mr. A. was accepted by Mr. ly bosom of society, or ever to feel his glorious soul
tari er of Mr. Crawford-, and belie’e him to I
me
of Kwpmans (I will not say friend
to say against the fact of his being actuated says of my afterwards asking him to draw K. as such security.
cheeted by a single smile of approbation. Unless,
?hí¡(
the note for three quarters rent, can be true.
Then if, as 1 gal her from the publications therefore, the tone of mora's can be raised, legislators
by such a motive.
■ÏJll’ represent him, “ blameless and without i
will
enact
laws
in
vain.
For
until
the
feelings
of
the
I might even give him credit for the !
Secondly. Mr. Kerr next undertakes to 1 had not, and should not have had, any pos on this subject, Mr. K. did, when the note
community are in unisfin ouith the latw, nve may despair
nterestedness attributed io him by “ 0
assign the motives of Mrs. Adams for inter sible motive for volunteering to increase the fell due, hold Mr. A. bound as security for the of
ever seeing any effectual check, given to this disgrace,
but,
so long as he appears to me a m
fering in my behalf ; and it suits his turn to responsibility of my friends and protectors. f/zin/quarter, i have no hesitation to assert, fu. practice”
Yorí
I i violent and ungovernable temper, as
depreciate and malign the motives of that un It was in consequence^ and upon the basis ol as I do most solemnly, that Mr. A. was most
“ The list of criminals is headed by Cain. He
;asion,
fo
drag down into his chair, hy t
offending, refined, and beneficent lady : as if this arrangement, between Mr. K. and my unfairiy trcpaiied into that extended liability : was the first of our race, that imbrued his hands in a
»net
she had acted the interested and sordid part self, at our last interview, that I applied for and that, by the gross artifice and deception brother’s blood. His crime has been held in such ut I wq mmkr of the Georgia Legislature, who w
by ad mankind, and his very name has
ing the chair, because he did not like his speec
of running in debt to me, “ as a milliner” and obtained the securityship of Mr. A.; tba of Mr. K. aided by the imposing influence of ter abhorrence
down to posterity covered with such infamy,
ie appears to me a man so utterly destitn
*hilL|.-rr-and then, with assumed benevolence, “paint arrangement was in view throughout the the power he wielded as my creditor, I was come
that I know not that ever a child has been called after
I
of
allense
of obligation to the laws of God,
ing my distress,” and surreptitiously enlisting whole negotiation ; there were then but two made his heedless and unwitting instrument him.”
bumty, and of his cotintry, as repeatedly to <
“ Inference. If the example of wicked men is conMr. Kerr’s sympathies in my behalf, for the quarters due, according to the utmost extent of tor palming upon Mr. Adams a note, int<
gagln duelling, and a/so in cool blood to take t
paltry purpose of getting indulgence for me, Mr. K.’s claim, whatever he may contend a- which this third quarter had been surrepti tagious, then we certainly ought to forsake and han
company. One who well understood humin na
h« (dead, to say nothing of a thousa
that 1 might extend it to her. In his intro bout a change in the state of the account be tiously introduced against the faith of Mr. K’s their
ture gave the follo'wing advice to his son : “ ifsinners
(¿offences—1 say, so Yong as Mr Crawfo
ductory address to the Editor of the Wash fore the actual signing of the note : of course previous arrangement and understanding entice thee, consent thou not”
ipplp a character of this description, I canr
ington Gazette, he utters a sneer, well befit the third quarter should have been entirely with me.
“ ft is impossible, perhaps, to associate constantly
regllfa as exempt from a spirit of selfishm
with wicked men, ’without learning their nvays ; for
ting a man, of his breeding, manners, and out of the question, even if Mr. K. had not
MARY G. MOULTON.
dI isooal ambition, I cannot yield him the ere
S<worn to this 25th day of September, 1824, be we naturally assimulate to whatever we are convers
moral feeling ; and just in the style to be ex agreed as he did, to give indulgence for that,
itol|cting from a principle of diainterestedne
ant with. ‘ He that walketh with wise men shall be
pected from the backer and certifier of the upon receiving security for the other two.— fore me,
ivilleof the highest order. The partialities
wise ; but a companion of fools shall be destroyed.”
slanderous trash contained in the publications But, in truth, the third quarter had not be
ENOCH REYNOLDS, J. P.
To these commands your flock have listened and
ion!Ihowever, may not allow them io belie
of himself or his associates, on this subject. come due at the date of the note ; nor until
have received them from your lips almost with the
thalMr. Crawford acted from interested motr
He there says, “ 1 knew nothing of the con the 20th December ; for it was on the 20th
veneration due to sacred writ. Can they continue to
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
ha|iiingin 1816, merely from a knowledge
love and venerate the pastor, who now solemnly sanc
nexion between Mr. A. and this woman, nor March that I got possession of the house;
his jlvtoiis character ; I will therefore endeavi
tions the practice, he then condemned ? Can ihesin- I
•was it my business to inquire. He admitted, and had no idea that my rent commenced
TREASURER SMITH.
to liwfrom the circumstances attending the f;
cere and zealous Christian love and venerate a Minis
Nothing can shew (he desperation of the Craw
in Bank, that Mrs. A. owed her an account,” sooner. Great then was my surprise, when,
iisJWalso, circumstances which have since <
ter of the Gospel, who gives his sanction to such an
&c. And in his “ statement” he says, “ she some days before the third quarter-day. ford faction, more forcibly than the recent attempts act of savage barbarity, as is related in the following Cffijl, that Mr Crawford, so far from acting i
having an account with Mrs. A. as a milliner, probably on the 15th December, which ap to bring religious prejudices in aid of the base, and extracts of a well known pamphlet ?
paijlf a disinterested friend to Mr. Monroe,
“ William H. Crawford has been engaged iff
got her to interfere, which she did, by a note, pears to be the date of the note, I received, now entirely hopeless effort to elevate a slave-hold
del inga nomination in 1816, he really acted
painting the distress of this woman.” It is by the hands of Mr. K.’s servant, a note er and a duellist to the Presidency of the United more than one duel ; not when impelled by the hot
stril[conformity
to the circumstances of the tirr
biood coursing through his young veins, but after he i
not for me to speak, in terms of just repro drawn np in his own hand-writing, for three States. Every effort however wicked must be had arrived at those mature years which ought to
Ml [together from motives of selfish policy.
bation and contempt, of imputations so un quarters’ rent. 1 remonstrated against this, made—reputation» acquired by the practice of bring with them sober reflection, and to calm the tem- ' l is a fact well known, that Mr. Monroe a
manly, improbable, and absurd ; my business and insisted that there were only two quar virtue and morality, and a strict adherence to the pest of passion ; not from that stern necessity which
i>«JH were in principle, oppo8ed t0 aC
is now simply with the facts : yet, in corro ters due ; and, at any rate, that Mr. Adams principles of our holy religion for years, must be has driven many a btaveanfl generous spirit into what
grtlional Caucus, and endeavoured, in 1816
boration of the testimony I shall offer, I may was to be security only for so much Mr. sacrificed, and all the sound maxims and warm ad is falsely called a field of hohor. No 1 he fought, and
illjhintheirpower.shortofa sacrifice of
he killed, not to vindicate his own reputation and
be permitted to remark the palpable contra K. replied that 1 was mistaken ; that though monitions of our pious divines, dealt out in Christ standing
Pihwishes to the ambition of their adve.
in a society, where this unhappy practice so
ian humility and benevolent fervor must be des
diction in which Mr. K. has here involved I had notentcred intopossession till the 20th,
nejfavoKht; but the friends of Mr. Cr<
pised and condemned, sacrificed at the shrine of a extensively prevails ; but to avenge a supposed insult .
himself. He professes, in his introductory I had agreed for the house on the 15th, which
upon one, whom he called, in fashionable phrase,
murderous ambition, at the shrine of one who
,foraC^us.-And as I
friend,
(but
whom
this
book
shews
to
be
unworthy
address, entire ignorance “ of the connexion” brought round the third quarter to that very deals in human blood. The Ghastly office too is
clLAartleman who was a mefnber
between Mr. A. and myself—that is, I pre day ; and that it was a necessary and proper to be performed by those whose doctrines have the friendship of any good man,) and whom the un-. ^hssat that time, previous to the meeting
fortunate Van Alien had refused to meet in the field of
If», anonymous notifications were priv
sume, he was at a loss to divine why, or un form to include all the rent then due. I was heretofore been a guide to our path and a lamp to blood.”
»to^ofthe members, by the friend
der what inducements, Mr. A. had been pre far from being satisfied ; but still bad no in our feet, by those who have denounced as a mur
“ This unfortunate man [Van Allen] who had pre
jH^
’^hngthem toLeet at a
vailed upon to assist me : and yet, in his clination to dispute about the difference of a derer, as the disciple of Cain, and as unfit for civ viously lost one of his eyes, had been engaged in a
statement,” and in his letter to Mr. A. he few days in the computation of the rent, or a- ilized society, those who have embrued their paper controversy with Charles Tait, Esq. and was at
professes to have understood and known, ny distinct reason for suspecting any unfair hands in a brother’s blood. While the scriptures, length challenged by him, Mr. Crawford being Mr.
Tait’s second,—but Mr. Van Allen not choosing to
taid.
; A CaUCU3 was accordingly
most distinctly, that it had been owing entire attempt at overreaching : and from my inex the rule and guide of our life, containing the land consider
Mr. Tait on a footing with himself, it so

tnorc: for at the time the summary execu- lent feeling towards me, Unmixed with any «¡Mrs. A. states, her husband had authoriz (
tion of the law was thus enforced against me,, possible motive of interest or of indirectness. ?d her to say, ht will become security for her
my new-born infant was scarce a month old. After my recovery, and after Mr. A. had present debt : that previous to the date of the'•
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ly to the interposition and entreaties of Mrs. perienced» business, my perturbation of mind,
A. ; and he even professes to know all the and that hurried state of the spirits and
particulars so minutely and authentically, as
to be able to assign Mrs. A’s specific motives
for interfering.
Now, I aver, the whole statement of Mr.
Kerr, in this respect, to be utterly false and
malicious. I had, it is true, occasionally done
Work for Mrs. A. for which she had liberally
and promptly paid me ; so, that at no time,
could she be said to have had “ an account”
with me as a milliner ; it had been all a cash
business. But at the time Mr. K. tho’t it
necessary for his interest to visit my afflicted
state with the heavy execution of the law,
she was not only not my debtor, but I was
hers, for numerous acts of unostentatious lib
erality, and refined attention and kindness,
whilst ministering to my wants and comforts,
with tender and delicate assiduity', during
the extreme state ofmy destitution and help
lessness. Her interference, in my behalf,
with her excellent and revered husband, (to
whom I was, and still am. an entire stranger,

was only a continuation of the same benevo-

thoughts, natural to my circumstances, I
signed the note and sent it to Mrs. A. for
Mr. A’s. endorsement;—not dreaming that
Air. K. had any intention to falsify or evade
his agreement to give me indulgence for the
third quarter, upon my securing to him the
first two. I rested on the blind assurance
that the including of the third in the note,
was a mere compliance with the forms of bu
siness ; and I sent it to Mrs. Adams without
further explanation. Mr. A. doubtless ab
sorbed in weightier affairs, and not recollect
ing minutely what had before been communi
cated to him on the subject, was probably at
a loss to determine whether it had been but
tzvo or three quarters’ rent that he was to be
security for : and therefore put his name up
on the paper, in the confidence that the note
was for no more than he had consented to
answer
and that his kindness was to pro
cure me the stipulated indulgence from Mr.
Fourthly.

Mr. K.

further alleges, that

marks of our holy religion, and the foundation, of
the faith which is the substance of things hoped
for,and the evidence of things not seen, declares that
the land shall not be purified of blood but by the
blood of him who sheddeth it. Can it be possible
that a teacher of that religion, and a preacher of
that faith will violate the decree of Heaven, by
elevating a duellist to the first office in the gift of
the people 1 We ask Elder Smith, the Crawford
candidate for elector in York County, to read the
following address to Dr. Baldwin, and ponder be
fore he acts.

TO REV. THOMAS BALDWIN, D. D,
Having suffered yourself to be made a public candi
date, you will not consider us regardless of the respect
which belongs to your age and your cloth, if we ad
dress you with the plain language of sincerity and
truth.
Your name has been brought before the public, as
candidate for elector of President, and its influence is
to be employed to promote the interests of William H.
Crawford, a confirmed and successful Duellist. Do
not endeavour to still the monitions of your conscience
by the paltry pretence that you are unpledged. In
that honesty and sincerity, which you ought as a Min
ister of Religion to practice, you must acknowledge
that your name as far as it has any influence, is to be
employed to promote the interests of Mr, Crawford.

happened that Mr. Crawford was brought into the
controversy, between whom and Mr. Van Aliena
meeting took place in the same district, but not at the
spot proposed, and Van Allen fell.”
Before you proceed in the unhallowed work of pol
luting the hands of a Christian Minister by aiding in
the election of a Duellist, reflect on the consequences
of yogr conduct, riot only on your present but eternal
happiness. Seethe blood-stained'Duellist,, reeking
in the spoils of human life, the abhorrence of the good
and virtuous in the community ; will you not shudder
when you hear him exultingly claim your sanction for
his outiage on laws human and divine ? Think of
his murdered opponent, hurried out of existence in all
the fury of undisciplined passion, sent to bis Eternal
Judge “ unshriven and unaneaied
of his bereaved
family, a destitute wife, fatherless children, parents
robbed of the hope and support of their declining
years, and then unmoved if you can, hear conscience
whisper with its still small voice, “you have given a
public sanction to duelin g ; to a practice, that has
produced this overwhelming accumulation of human,
misery.” Do you now perceive thegulph, towhose
brink one imprudent step has brought you ? Will
you fool-hardy plunge in and from a weak pride of
opinion jeopardize your present and future happiness?,
Do you hesitate ? Do you doubt ? Tum then a deaf
ear, to the insiduous flatterers who have already to answer their selfish purposes, beguiled you, into an act,
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Of Whicti yon will rep^t to the last hour of year frail meeting.
Trajfr in Human Flesh.—A letter received in
Hence it became necessary for him
to adopt some course which might recommend England, from Guadaloupe states, that a French ■ pOR sale at Public Auction, on Saturday next, a
him to the favour of the administration, and save schooner arrived there in April with a cargo of
Family HORSE, nine years old. Said Horse will
him from absolute disgrace ; and not, as his friends 200 negroes, the remainder of a purchase jf 275 be sold precisely at 3 o’clock,P. M. totheh ghest bidder,
The vessel not being opposite Timothy Frost’s store. If the weather
say, out of respect to Mr. Monroe. He proba which she brought out.
bly thought, that if he made a merit of necessity, large enough to accommodate the whole number, should prove unfavourable the sale will be postponed
Terms liberal aud made
by declining an honour which he had no prospect the surplus were thrown alive by the Captain, in till the first fair day.
known at the time of the sale.
of obtaining, he might hold his office in the Treas to the sea 1 1
T. FROST, Auctioneer.
dry Department, realize forty-eight thousand dol
Kennebunk, Oct. 16, 1824,
From the Richmond Compiler.
lars, and then, that the circumstance of his having
MONUMENTS
been a candidate before, would justify a second
No man can peruse the annals of our first and
attempt to ascend the Presidential chair ; and al
so, that the merit of declining in favor of Mr Mon last wars, without perceiving how much easier it is
to
vote public monuments than to raise them.
roe would constitute a claim so strong, that the
JUST received and for sale by
people could not resist it. He would then real What, for instance, has became of “ the marble
column
” which Congress, in the first effusion of
ize, as a compensation for his extreme modesty his
Opposite the Meeting House, an extensive as«
unexampled self denial his pure patriotism, two him their gratitude for the capture of Cornwallis, re
dred and forty eight thousand dollars 1 Phis is solved, “should be erected at York Town in Vir sertment of NE W GOODS,
ginia,
with
emblems
of
the
alliance
between
the
what the Radicals might call “ virtue rewarded.”
....CONSISTING OF...:
We have further proof (if more is wanted) of U. Statesandhis Most Christian Majesty, and
LUE bbek, mixed, olive & drab Broadcloths,
Mr. Crawford’s hypocrisy, in pretending to have inscribed with a succinct narrative of the sur
Cassimeres,
declined out of respect to Mr. Monroe. He has render of Earl Cornwallis to his excellency Gener Ladies’ blue, mix’d and claret Habit Cloths,
been the rallying point of the opposition to Mr. al Washington, Commander in Chief of the com Pelisse, ditto.
Monroe ever since the year 1818. A faction cal bined forces of America and of France ; to his Kerseys, Vestings,
TEE
PRESIEDO
’*?'1, -2T0.
VES.
rofessions. Yon
***.««> —
——------- --------a Christian Minuter"0^0Rejected by the Editor ofthe Columbian Star, ling
I
themselves Radicals, have been incessantly and excellency the Count De Rocharhbeau, command Blankets, 'iz.7-4 8 4 9-4 10-4,
White, yellow and green Flannels,
relentlessly
persecuting Mr. Monroe.
Who are ing the auxiliary troops of his most Christian Ma O’ ange, Scarlet, figured Salisbury Flannels and
duty, as the servant J?“!
feecnuse in favor of Mr. Adams !
t
the men that complain of Mr, Monroe’s adminis jesty in America 1 and to his excellency the Count
Rattinnetts,
the Editor °f the Columbian Star, jtration as extravagant, and are clamorous for re De Grasse , commanding in Chief the naval army Caroline
Plaids,
edeem your sinking rep2tiyw® . The sixth reason of “ Old York” for preferjng form ? Are they not the supporters of Mr. of France in the Chesapeake ?”
Scotch and Tartan, ditto,
?e, which has enfeebled vowW/ ' Mr. Crawford as a candidate for President of the Crawford,
<
Bme Camblet, Figured and plain Bombazettes,
Martin Van Beuren, John Holmes,Wil
Black, & coloured orsted Bombazine, silk do.
^ise ^paired the povfn of W United States, it will be recollected, was, “for |liam King, and others of the same stamp ? And
Twill’d silk, for Pelisses, Synchaws & Sarsnetts,
'hich but:°f8etthefoi!owillhM his kind and paternal care over the People of the 5are not these the men, anti the papers that advo
Black Satten,
lered from heXSrWest.”—My last number, was occupied with re- (cate his cause, that constantly proclaim, that Mr.
MARRIED—In Newton, by Rev. Mr. Graf Nankin and Canton Crapes, Ciape Dresses,
must be engraven on&S* marks on tbat 8enliment- J bakve ,ther,e sh,°Wn
'Crawford is the man who will correct the abuses ton, Mr. John Brooks Russell, of Boston, Publish White and back silk Lace,
iving characters; butsbni?'Air. Crawford had exercised his kind and paternal (as
(
they call them) of Mr. Monroe’s administra er of the New England Farmer, to Miss Mary Silk and Tabby Velvets,
A great variety of Calicoes, Cambrics Sc muslins,
R the influence of your
care “ over a particular section, it was certainly ( tion ? And do they not object to Mr. Adams be Hicks Sawyer.
4 4 and 6-4 Ginghajns, Linnen Cambric,
d Duellist to the Chief
j no good reason for preference among those who cause
(
it is supposed he will walk in the steps of
Black
silk Velveteen, Baarrge,
2 characters will each become a«J. had received no favours at his hand ; that in his his
]
predecessor ? Yet, say his friends, Mr. Craw
Guaze. Flag and bandanna Hdf’s,
a&ony to your soul:
L conduct towards “ the People of the West” he jford is the friend of Mr. Monroe 1—O, Radical
Ladies’ Beaver. Gloves, silk ditto.
a e iverei tkl M* had acted, not only without authority, but contra- ism
j
DIED—In Charleston, S. C. Mr. Timothy Gentlemens’ditto. Worsted Hose,
! the folly of thy subjects is equalled only by
( ■ e
¡bedangerousinfiutnu^f ry to law, and that consequently the government ,their depravity !
Cassimere Shawls, Merino ditto.
Kennard, printer, a native of Maine.
acticeofDuellinghasoflatehrJ 1,ad lo8t alargeJ™nt
^ey ; and finalty,
At Princeton, Indiana, Hon. William Prince, Worsted Scarfs, Gimp Trimmings. Silk Buttons,
The friends of Mr. Adams have reason to re
And a great vrity fRiBBONS,&c.
degree, and thritens toX » that this instead of being a ground for preference, joice.
:
that they have no occasion to defend his member of the House of Representatives of the
of social order and happiness-JS was, in fact, a strong objection to him as a candi- ,character against the odious charges of murder, United States.
! °f adjusting dispu: es seems tom« date for the Presidency. The best that cou.d be duelling, mismanagement of public funds, or po
Ginghams, Checks. Yarns, No. 7. 8. 9. 10.
¡magistrate, and .et at equal defeX said of him, in reference to the subject, was, that litical intriguing. Nor yet have they to defend
Cotton Thread,
smï? NEWS.
1 and divine. But what canhe had exercised his liberality at the People’s ex him against the imputation of weakness of intel
Brown Shirtings And Sheetings, ditto bleached.
PORT OP KEJlWEBUXK.
Y connive at a practice, whichitl- pense. My present number will be occupied with lect, or depravity of heart.—His conduct has been
Sattinrietts, Tickings,
: Cotton B ittiiig, an excellent article to sleep undet
imoifli«l f... t
consideration of “ Old York’s” seventh reason,
is both inhuman and imptensJ'Cin
that of a Christian Patriot, and an honest man ;
in cold nights.
ot incur the just displeasure olii * viz. if I prefer him because he refused to be a
CLEARED.
and we “judge the tree by its fruit.”
We be
Oct. 7—Brig Belisarius, Crediford, Porto Rico.
Jn excellent assortment of
ofmÄO candidate in 1816, against his friend, MnMon- lieve he is what he appears to be.
CA I O.
t that the moral sense c.
ENTERED.
■ it' wJdJ it roe, who was a patriot of the Revolution ”
'y vitiated, we conceive
Oct.
12
—
Brig
Sahat,
of
Wells,
Littlefield,
from
Ä
Could I for a moment forget the numerous
’ man, whose hands weren
1'
Aquin, in Hayti, with Coffee and Hides to Sam- Also, Crockery Ware, &c.
his brother, to return again teiAt
t..„™ crimes and misdemeanors which distinguish the.
The abo
reel' s with many others will be sold
uel Curtis. & Co.
society, or ever to feel his gtanj J character of Mr. Crawford., and believe him to be
very ie p for Cash.
SATURDAF, OCTOBER 16, 1824.
MEMORANDA.
a single smile of approbation, K If what some of his partisans (I will not say friends)
K
nnebunk,
Oct.
16.
e tone of mora's can be raised, I would represent him, “ blameless and without re
Ar. at Boston, October 10, new ship Gold
Dr. Baldwin has publickly declined being •
ws in vain. For until ffiejeelixp^ 1
proach,” I might even give him credit for the act
Hunter, of and from Wells.
At
a
Court
of
Probate held at Kennebunk, within
rr in unis,on with the
I
candidate for Elector ■ f President on the “indepen
Ar, Havana, Sept. 11, Florida, Burrell, of andfor the county of To* i, on tbe fourth day of October,
gpny effectual check given to tbis^ | of disinterestedness attributed to him by “ Old dent” (Crawford) ticket, and his name has been
in the year of our Lord, eighteen hundred and twenty
Kennebunk, uncertain
York” ; but, so long as he appears to me a man
Boston Patriot.
four.
Brig-------- of Saco, from Porto Rico, ar. at
of such
such violent
violent anu
and ungovernable temper, as on accordingly withdrawn.
tof criminals is beaded by Caik, <■ of
BR HAM GOODALE named Executor in a
,
. his
r •. chair,
z
Z. the
L of our race, that imbrued hishwL' one occasion, /o drag down
into
by
Carthagena Aug. 25.
certain instrument purporting to be the last will
Mr.
G
eorge
H
obbs
,
of
Berwick,
is
ap

«1!
neck"a
member
of
the
Georgia
Legislature,
who
was
>od. His crime has been heldiJI
'
" ’
“ 7‘
'
Ar. at Alexandria. 6th, Phaeton, Sawyer. Saco.
and testament of David Cain late of York in said coun
Brig Fame, 25 days from Kennebunk, for C. ty Yeoman deceased, naving presented the same for
ce by all mankind, and his very w J addressing the chair, because he did not like his speech; pointed Post Master, of that place, vice Col.
to posterity covered with such J' while he appears to me a man so utterly destitute
Hayti, was spoken Sept. 20, lat. 25 30, Ion. 69 probate
Nathaniel Hqbbs, resigned.
not that ever a child has been called» | of all sense of obligation to the laws of God, of
ORDERED,- That the said Abraham Goodale,
give notice to all persons interested, by causing a copy
ce. It the example of widedmeoJ: • humanity, and of his country, as repeatedly to en
We notice some remarks over the signature of “ A
of this Order to be published three weeks successive
■n we certainly ought to fir¡ah ¡mil | gage in duelling, and also in cool blood to take the Farmer” published in the last Columbian Star, a paper
ly in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,
life&of his friend, to say nothing of a thousand
uy. One who well understood 6u<naa f
printed in Alfred and probably edited by a great and
WANTED, by the subscriber a few cords of that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
other offences—I say, so long as Mr Crawford
e following advice to hi» son:
immaculate statesman of that village, whose profound (dry Pine Wood, delivered at his Bake House in York, in said county, on :be ast Monday of Novem
appears a character of this description, I cannot
ber next, at ten of the cloc . in the forenoon, and shew
consent thou not.”
j
possible, perhaps, to associate contaj 1 regard him as exempt from a spirit of selfishness knowledge and brilliant abilities as a great Arithmeti- Kennebunk.
ca se, if any they have, why the said instrument should
WILLIAM BARTLETT.
not be proved, approved, and allowed as the last Will
1 men, without learning tbtit wjirl • and personal ambition, I cannot yield him the cred cian render his name conspicuous as a man of science
f assimulate to whatever we are cond l it of acting from a principle of disinterestedness, and bombastic knowledge, particularly in his own con
and Testament of said deceased.
Kennebunk October 15 1824.
JON S CLARK, Judge;
1 He that walketh with wise men sM
a virtue of the highest order.
The partialities of ceit.—To the writer as a vu’gar scribbler, an in- ■
GEO. TH t CHER, Register.
companion of fools shall be destroyed1] P
Co ■
: commanas your nutKii^ w i. some, however, may- not allow them to be ¡eve triguing politician and consummate blackguard we
! commands your flock have listenedi .
ed them from your lipsal-ri,
that Mr. Crawford acted from interested motives cheerfully yield the palm—We pretend not to his
. ---------J writ. r.K
in declining in 1816, merely from a knowledge of learning, and shrink from the idea of plucking from ,
hie
to sacred
Can »hwrJ
tbeyffliai
his previous character ; I will therefore endeavour
nerare the pastur, who now solemdyfii
his rueful countenance the carbuncles, and honours
actice, he then condemned! ftoM
to show from the circumstances attending the fact
0 AVE just opened, and offer for sale a
which illuminate with such uncommon brilliance his
aious Christian love and veneffinw
itself, and also, circumstances which have since oc
large assortment of
Jospel, who gives his sanctiojionj
curred, that Mr Crawford, so far from acting the career as a steadfast and unchangeable politician.
Opposite the Meeting House.
barbarity, as is related in tlK*W
It is generally the case that a man, when his mind
part of a disinterested friend to Mr. Monroe, in
1 well known pamphlet?
J
VSfor ale a general assortment of School Books
declining a nomination in 1816, he really acted in becomes impaired by copious draughts of Whiskey,
am H. Crawford has betneW
and Stationary,
strict conformity to the circumstances of the times, and other ardent Spirits ; when his ideas are wrought
ne duel ; not when impelledIW
—AMONG WHICH AUE—
....AMONG WHICH ARE....
and altogether from motives of selfish policy.
up to a state of desperation ; and his head and heart
ng through his youngs MR
The Columbian Spelling Book, just published, and
LACK, blue, drab and mix’d Broadcloths.
It is a fact well known, that Mr. Monroe and become debased by wicked intrigue, in attempts to
at those mature years which M
highly
reccommended.
Black, blue, mix’d and plain Cassimeres.
his friends were in principle, opposed to ai Con aggrandize himself at the expenseof every moral and
hem sober reflection, and to *
Websters’ Cummings’ Pickets’ and Pikes’ Spelling
ion ; not from that stern niem
gressional Caucus, and endeavoured, in 1816. by religious virtue;—When his mouth and pen vomit Hunter’s Cloth. Kerseys.
Books.
nany a brave and generous sprt'M
Duffiis. Coating. Green Booking.
all means in their power, short of a sacrifice of the
Walkers’ Johnsons’ and Perrys’ Dictionaries.
forth filth more nauseous than a common sewer, that Red, White. Yellow and Green Flannel.
ledafieldofhohor'. NoHeHM
Watch’s Pike’s Adams’ and Colburn’s Arithmeticks.
people’s wishes to the ambition of their ad versa
10t to vindicate his own re«
the good and virtuous leave him to his own folly and 8 4 9-4 and 10 4 Blankets.
Morse’s Cummings’ and Adams’ Geographies, with
ries to avoid it ; but the friends of Mr. Craw
a society, where this unhappy pM
or without \tlasses.
ford were clamorous for a Caucus—And as I am intrigue, to wallow in the dirt his disordered imagina Caroline, Tartan and Scotch Plaids.
Vrevaih but to avenge a
Scott’s Lessons, in readme and speaking.
tion
has
engendered
around
him.
—
It
is
no
uncom

Scarlet
and
Figur
’
d
Pelisse
Flannels.
informed, by a gentleman who was a member of
¿om he called, -n
Columbian Orators. -Elements of Arnhmetick, by
whom this book ?h£W¿¿J
Congress at that time, previous to the meeting of mon circumstance to hear a man in a state of inebri- Orange and Scarlet Figur’d Rattinetts.
Question and Answer.
any caucus, anonymous notifications were private ty, however ignorant he may be, arrogate to himself, Black , Blue, colour’d,and plain Bombazetts.
Pronouncing English Readers.
ly given to some of the members, by the friends of great knowledge, virtue and learning, and it is com Figur’d Bombazetts.
Pronouncing Introductions.
Scarlet, Drab, Plain and Border’d Cassimere
Pronouncing Testaments.
Mr. Crawford, requesting them to meet at a cer mon to hear such characters assert that others more
dor.unlte«n[V;.Afclg
Whelpley’s Compend with Questions.
Shawls..
tain time and place, for the purpose of nominating virtuous, and deserving than themselves are ignorant
Christian Orator.—School Brates.--Testaments.
one of his;
candidates for President and Vice President of the and wicked—nor would it be very surprising if a per Black Silk. Velvet and Valence Vestings.
Murrays’ Large Grammar.-- Questions to do.
iversy with> Chsrle T
.
Black Sinchaws.
-'United States.
A caucus was accordingly ob
son in that state of mental derangement was to assert Black and colour’d Sarsnetts. and Figur’d Gros Abridgment of Murrays Grammar.
»need bv him, Mr.
, J
tained ; but the managers, finding none but Mr.
Murrays English Exercises.—Kelley’s Instructor.
that an individual could “ neither write, spell or un
de Naples Silks.
Crawford’s partizans present (the friends of Mr
Murrays English Reader.—American Preceptors.
Blairs’ Rhetoric. - Questions to do
, Monroe having agreed not to attend) adjourned derstand a single sentence of plain English” however Canton Crape Shawls.
«Mr. CrawW
false such an assertion might be ! But were the indi Black and Colour’d Nankin and Canton Crapes.
Art of Reading. - Evangelical Instructors.
the
meeting,
without
attempting
a
nomination,
between '»to® ®
Pope’s Essay on Man.—Cummings ist Lessons. _
c place in the samed,,
i
Public notice, signed bv the managers of the pre vidual so insulted to notice language and observations Nankin Crape Dresses.
McDowell’s Bible Questions.—Cu nmings’ Questions
White
and
Colour’d Cambric.
,
1
like
these,
engendered
in
d
disordered
mind
and
ema

vious
meeting,
was
then
given,
that
a
Caucus
:d. and Vanllowed worm
on the New Testament.—Lincoln’ Scripture
j proceed ■n‘heungjbp«
would, on a certain evening be holden for the pur- nating from a corrupt source, would he not be consid Cambric Hdf’s.
Questions.—Sabbath School Books.—Class Papers.
inds of a Christian My ‘y
Black
and
White
Linens.
pose of nominating candidates for President &c. ered by the good and virtuous, as placing himself on a
a Duellist, ‘^^¿„tbd I
Copy Books.—Rewards of Merit.
A large assortment of CHILDRENS’ BOOKS, by
and requesting all the republican members of Con par with his calumniator and filthy adversary ? We Black and Colour’d Silk Coat and Habit Buttons.
|uct, not only on y0U7Dlie|fe,,^
the Gross, Dozen or Single.
gress to attend The friends of Mr Monroe, thus think such would be the case.—With this impression Ladies’ White, Colour’d, Kid and Silk Gloves.
see the
Mens
’
Beaver
and
Mick,
Buck,
do..
pressed, were in a degree compelled to sanction a
of human life, th J wj])
nOtd
we leave the honourble and learned gentleman who at Black and Slate Colour’d Worsted Hose.
Caucus.
They attended ; and the result was,
Writing & Letter Paper, Black,’white, and Brown
in the community > ’
tacked us in the last Star,under the signature of “Farm Best Italian Silk and Twists.
;arhim exultingly j’ ¿e > d
that Mr. Monroe received 65 votes, and Mr.
Bonnet Paper, Slates, Slate Pencils, Lead Pends,
■ er” to wallow in the filth of his own kennel as an ob- Buckram, Padding.
on laws hu")anrXtof exis««
Crawford 54. I am further informed by the gen
India Rubber, Wafers, Wafer Boxes, Sealing Wax,
[opponent, hurr - sent to
tleman above alluded to, that Mr. Crawford s1 ject of our pity and contempt, and as a vulgar black-■ Silk and Cotton Umbrellas.
Quills, Red and black Ink powder, Playing Cards,
„d^ciplined
Memorandum’s, Pocket Books, Steel Purses, Pen &
’ Fiends were unceasing in their endeavours to af-■ guard whose envenomed shafts fall harmless at our• Ribbons. Gimps. Braids. Tapes, &c.
Also—Bleach’d a»d Unbleach’d Sheetings
Tack Knives, Razors, Breast -Pins, Glass Ink-stands,
[
feet his nomination ; and, so secret were they in1 feet.
titute wlie’/t ,nDOrt of tbeir^J
Pencil
Cases, Pocket Inkstands, Snuff Boxes, Cigars,
and
Shirtings.
their operations, that they came near effecting
hope and suppo^ h rC0 |
Tickings, Checks, Cotton Yarn.
Marbles, &c
th»ir object before it was known or suspected out
PIRACY.
Together with an assortment of
Thread. &c. &c,
of'the city of Washington that Mr. Crawford was
its still small
h
A letter from Matanzas, dated the 5th ult.’
together WITH A GOOD ASSORTMENT OF
on t0 due’nf¿ano” °„
even thought of for a candidate.
s overwhel«110^ theg(iiph>l0'
But it is said, Mr Crawford JwAW out of states that the pirates are carrying on a brisk
Kennebunk, Oct. 15, 1824’
resfiect'to Mr Monroe, and that this was the reason business in that vicinity. A Baltimore sch.‘ GROCERIES, HARD-WARE, Crockery,
Mr. C. was not nominated in 1816 !—The fact, while entering the port a few days previous,■ Glass and China Ware, &c. &c. All of which
however is, Mr. Crawford did not decline until he
was attacked by five boats which she succeed■ they are disposed to sell at reduced price«.
had ascertained that he was decidedly in the mi
‘reZ>
Kennebunk, October, 16, 1824.
Homy.—This fact wa« ascertained at the primary ed in beating off.
•Ifeh purposes,be
exi ana
tence.
Retrace
yôur stens.
steps, redeem
your charac
characthan to
nm. u1 '11’•*
Wik
iMrur?
vonr
vour
:■pose
a"d «»»
“£
fe; ’.er
rega.o
......
,....................
L
topes ofanw ter and regain the lost affections of your friends.
.Yu an easy vj
1 gat
the‘
iheseheartfelt
8t ,L
In addressing to you these
heartfelt rmarks, we have
Vlr 7'Llum K1.7 ‘heir arl, if,feeen iUlUUtUVVU
nfluenced solely
by
our
veneration
tor
your
charov.w.jf
’’' 'T ------- -'
Candidas but to Sf’° ,Jl*>ini acter.
r. Whether you are a candidate for or against
??wford. WhosesucS'A Wrei/lMo
wJfMr. Adams matters not. His P^ajity
popularity has too sure
making of his fortun- f Shcflat‘ersL a foundation on the firm ground of his transcendant
h,:n a candidate tn n
V merit, to be shaken by the influence of names, compard ;of' aDUELliS^^iwred with which in point of political influence yours
'de’s blood of a
'0Se W" sinks into insignificance. We have therefore no inwellthe stenl u Cte’lure Interested views to gratify ; no wish to operate in favor
^unadvisedly > h”e '»keni of Mr. A dams by your withdrawal from a.st*.on, that
Fan You at this
’ dishonor you. We have been influenced so.ely by a
c hnnk ofeernit?
VMM wish to see your character, and through you tne charner your sanction/7 81VII18
acter of the profession, of which you are a member,
,ubl’cly denounJ ?iPiactlcMh ! vindicated and maintained We confess our spu.s are
‘heblushof^ dallthc‘lcunP *> moved by the spectacle of a Christian Minister stip
ulated
tOthe^e® porling a successful,blood-stained DUELLIST for the
le> unimpeXT^
Magistracy of the Union ; and m these feelings
lets of a Iona a dj udrunsospected ' be assured we have the sympathy of all, who value the
hands on v
° USC li!e> & ” Pu"tY of the Christian character, or who can appreciate
“ ought to be a ?n rePut4a3 the sanctity of Christian obligations.
‘ban life, w’thal
For /Ae Kennebunk Gazette.
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To the Honourable Seriate and f*>use of Represent

plaintive tone, 111 am dead.” The doctor imme

lives for the State of Maine, in Legislature assetn.
diately left the room and reported that the man
bled.
was dead. The report was believed and circulated :
undersigned Committee chosen by thefr.
but as soon as tne mistake was discovered, the Ycrk. ss. At a Court of Probate, he d at Kenne- JL habitants
From the New-Tork Statesman.
the town of Buxton, at a legal
_____ -____of
-__________________________
o- .meet'
ucct.
doctor was asked, why he had “ propagated a false
bunk in said county, on the fourth day oj October, ing of said inhabitants for the purpose of petitioning
report
?
”
He
replied
“
that
he
had
it
from
the
best
A. D 1824.
WOMAN.
the Lécn«tàt>ir^
Legislature nf
of fliii
this fitatp
State on th?
the «¡nhiprt
subject nf
of anne^
authority ; for he had it from the mans own mouth."
HEREAS J >hp Storer, administrator of the ing said town to the County of Cumberland, respectOur prospects how joyless, our pathway how cold,
estate of Jotham Stewart, late of Cornish, in fully represent, that the said town of Buxton, in the
Had woman no fellowship here ;
The blossoms of life would expand and unfold,
said county, mariner, deceased, has this day presentCounty of Yoik is bounded northerly, easterly an<j
ed the second account of his administration of »aid partly on the southerly end of said town by the coun.
To die, were it not for her tear.
estàte for aiiowànce.
ty of Cumberland, the remaining southerly part by
Like dew-drops that freshen the flower of the wild,
ORDERED, that the said administrator notify all1 the town of Saco, and westerly by Saco river, which
Which else might too early decay ;
persons interested to appear at this Court to be ¡wid is the natural boundary between the said county of
That tear is thé ^strength of Mortality’s child,
en
at York, on the last Monday of November, next,, York and Cumberland, north of said Buxton ; "that
SOT AS just received and offers for sale an extensive
The cordial that sweetens his way.
by causing an attested copy of this order, to be pub the distance your petitioners are situated from the
UdL assortment of
fished, in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kenne place where the records of the County are kept, be
On the pillow of anguish, bewildered and weak,
bunk three weeks successively ; prior to the said last ing on an average over twenty mile» ; and a part of
What balm is so welcome to wo,
which will be sold at low prices.—Particulars in the Monday of November next : that they may then the Courts held at a distance of nearly fifty miles, by
As the full gush of feeling, that moistens the cheek
and there appear, and shew cause, if any they have, which inconveniences they are greatly incommoded
next paper.
Of Mercy’s fair agent below ?
why the said account should not be- allowed,
and their expenses in accomplishing their business
Kennebunk, Oct, 9.1824.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
greatly enhansed ; that the delays consequent to livProtectress of childhood ! who muses like thee,
A true Copy, Attest,
ing so distant from the place of holding Courts is often
O’er life’s early innocent hours,
GEO. THATCHER, Reg'r.
attended with -eveie loss and heavy charges and bills
And trembles when Helplessness clings to the knee,
of cost : that on the other hand the average distance
To think how futurity lowers ?
JINFORM their Custom£r3, but mo»e particularly
Y
ork
,
ss
.
At
a
Court
of Probate, held at Kenne of your petitioners from Portland, where all th?
those who are indebted to them, of whom they
Adviser of Youth ! to thy counsel we owe
bunk in said County, on the fourth day of October, Courts are held, (except probate) and where the
have engaged to take Lumber and produce, that they
Our noblest, our holiest joys ;
A. D, 1824.
County records are kept is not ,more, and we think
are now in want of Timber, Boards and Shingles,
And when thy mild accents no longer can flow,
ERE AS Nancy Danielson, Executrix of the Jess than fifteen miles : that the almost daily inter*
Clapboards, &c &c. and will receive such artic'es in
That counsel the fond heart employs.
»
v
last
Will
and
Testament
of
Joshua
Danielson,
course
between said towns would render Le acconu
payment of old demands, excepting such as were to
late of Lyman,in said county, Trader, deceased, has plishment of business far more expeditious and less
be paid in cash.
Companion of Man I the first, latest and best,
this
day
presented
the
first
account
of
her
administra

expensive,
and m uch more convenient. Ue, theieThey will also exchange Cabinet Work, such as
On being’s dark turbulent Sea,
fore, in our said capacity, pray your Honors to pass
CHAIRS, TABLES, DESKS, BUREAUS, BED tion of said estate for allowance.
Oh ! where could the storm beaten wanderer rest,
ORDERED, that the said administratrix notify all an Act by which the said town of Buxton may be an*
STEADS,
and
most
other
articles
in
their
line
of
Busi

Without an attendant like thee ?
ness, for LUMBER, PRODUCE or CASH, on the persons interested to appear at this Court to be holden 1 nexed to the County of Cumberland, and as in duty
ADR IAN.
at Limerick on the last Monday of October instant, by bound will ever pray.
most reasonable terms.
an attested copy> of
this—
order
be published
WILLIAM MERRILL, > „
Having many Accounts unsettled, they hereby re- causing
.
,
-.........
— to ««v
ZENAS PAINE, J c^mmdtee,.
quest all persons, whose Accounts are of more than I1 ... --------Kennebunk
Gazette, puuLvu
printed at
ai _ Kennebunk,
rvcuneounk,
ANECDOTE.
three weeks° successively, prior ‘to the
said
last Mon
three
months
standing
to
call
and
settle
them
previous
*
1
Dated at Buxton,Jan. 13, A. D. 1824,
A few weeks ago a blacksmith at Catnbray,
day of October, inst. that they may then and there ap
Copied by C. B. Smith, Sec. of the Senate.
to
the
fiist
of
January
nex
’
,
otherwise
they
will
be
proposed marriage to a young mantua-maker,
under the unpleasant necessity of resorting to more pear and shew cause, if any they have, why the said
to whom he had long paid his attentions. Be coercive measures for their adjustment.
account should not be allowed.
STATE OF MAINE.
ing a good looking youth, his offer was ac
IN SENATE, FEB. 4, 1824.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
They have on hand ten good SLEIGHS well finish
A true Copy. AT r F. st.
cepted. the notary sent for, and the marriage ed, with an assortment of CABINET FURNITURE
On the petition aforesaid — Ordered, That the pe.
GEO.
THATCHER,
Reg
’
r.
which
they
wT
dispose
of
at
fair
prices.
contract drawn up ; but one of the articles
titioners cause an attested copy of their petition, with
this order thereon t» be published in the Kennebunk
not happening to please the lady, she express Kennebunk, Sept. 8, 1824,
York, ss. At a Court of Probate, held at Kenne Gazette, a paper printed in Kennebunk, and the Inde
ed her disapprobation with so much asperity,
bunk in said county, on the fourth day of October pendent Statesman and Eastern Argus, papers printed
that the son of Vulcan, taking her by the arm,
A. D. 1824
in Portland, three weeks successively, the last publi
W*|UMPHREY CHADBOURN, having many of his
led her to the door, declaring ho was deter Il private Accounts unset’led, requests all peisons iS2^*HEREAb bamuel Chanev, one of the Sureties cation to be sixty days, at least, before the first Wed
? Bond given by Joseph Webber, of Wells, nesday of the first session of the next Legislature, that
mined not to marry a spidfire. The notary indebted to him, either by Note or Account, to make . T “
complained of having been called on to r > payment, otherwise they will be left with an Attorney in said County, as Executor of the last Will and Tes all persons interested, may then appear, and shew
tament of John Webber, late of said Wells, deceased,
purpose. “ Stay a while,” says Vulcan, “ 1’11 for collection, if not settled prior to the first day of on the nineteenth day of August 1816, has prayed to, cause, (if any they have) why the prayer of said pe?
tition should not be granted.
try and find a wife,” and immediately depart January next
be discharged from any further responsibility on said
Sent down for concurrence.
Kennebunk, October g, 1824.
bond.
ed. While going along, he met a pretty ser
BENJAMIN AMES, President.
ORDERED, that the sard Samuel Chaney, notify
vant girl, with whom he commenced the fol
In the House of Representatives, Feb. 5,1824.
all persons interested to appear at this Court to be
Read and concurred,
lowing conversation
“ Are you good tem
holden at York, on the last Monday of November,
BENJAMIN GREENE, Speaker,
pered ?”
Oh yes ! you may inquire of my
next, by serving thé said Joseph Webber, with an at
A true copy attest,
mistress.” “Are you prudent?” “ 1 have
tested copy of this order, or by reading the same to CHARLES B. SMITH, Secretary of the Senate.
fou sale ei
burmham
never yet had a sweetheart.” “ Are you in
him, and by causing the same to be published in the
-Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, three
clined to marry ?”
Yes, if 1 find a man to
weeks successively ; the last publication and services
my liking.” “ What do you think of me?”
aforesaid to be seven days at least prior to the said last
4i Oh, you are very well.” “ Come along
Monday of November, next : that they may then and
FOR sale at
with me, then ; the contract is ready ; we
there appear, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the pr(l| er cf the said petition should not be granted,
have only to sign it.” “ Stop, at least, till J
September 17 1824.
DEAN S Patent Rheumatic Pilis------ Price 50
./ x
.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Lave put myself en toilette.” “ No, no. you Y^R.cents
per box.
A true Copy, Attest.
will do very as you are ; ami Î am afraid the
K nnebunk, Oct. 9, 1824.
GEO. THACHÊR, RegTr.

PROBATE NOTICES.
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Fall and I Vinter Goods.
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fjiid acquired for some years ba
h»st the fanalitsof the country, a repii
forsancliiy, she was considered a ’
Milowei with supernatural knowled
entrusted aitli a mission from lieavei
ne the torch of faith. Her natural
11 jas/fo fornperament had been excited i
m isliedbyttw preachings of certain il
it missionaries to such a pitch, as
gi 1 her, in the ignorant eyes of those am
he an air of inspiration, By this me
sii iad insensibly acquired a most unbuum
heenrer her father, her brothers, sisl
servants, and had even succeeded
fo ing mimerous assemblies of persons
bi sexes and all ages, who, in these pit
or ‘s. delivered thcmseleves up to the :n
re 'ling practices that folly and soperstil
ca latest. On the 12tli of Marc^ I B
at íen o’cMi in■ the
il morning,
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the neighb
fl i«i
surprised to find, Cun tr,
Io ii usuale
usual early habits, his house dns
at be windows
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A carefuliy
T1, blinded VI,
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Oil approaching they heard a no
proceeding from violent blows o|
^mingled with the confused cries
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The Christian Almanack,
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Dr. Deans Pills.

JUST RECEIVED BY

J. K. REMICH‘S BOOKSTORE.

notary will be. out of patience. Apropos,
What is your name ?” “Annette.” “And
mine Francis, fake my arm, and let us
make baste.” They arrived at the house to
A NEW PAPER,
gether, signed the contract, and in a few days Conducted by a Society of Literary Gentle
were married ; and we are assured this sin men in Portland. Subscriplions received at
gular union has nut osce been troubh d by a this Offn e.
dispute.
English paper.
October 1, 1834.

WO, WWMM»

dfn ingenious method of catching rats.—A trap
that is much recommended for catching of rats is
made as follows : take a barrel or keg, with one
head out, put in it water enough to cover the bottom about two inches deep ; in the middle of this,
fet a piece of brick or stone ; cover the head of
the cask with a piece of smooth parchment ; or
perhaps, smooth stiff paper will answer ; in the
centre of this, cut two slits about six inches long^
at right angles, so as to form a cross ; immediateT
ly over this, suspend the best kind of bait for rats,
placed sufficiently high
When the rat comes to
take the bait, in reaching up to it, he slips into
the hole, by the four corners of the parchment of
paper giving away. He then gets upon the brick
in the middle of the wat. r, and begins to utter
eries of distress. This brings others to him,
who fall in the same manner. Presently they be
gin fighting for the possession of the brick, and
the noise of this brings others who fall in like
manner ; and thus all within hearing of this scene
®f confusion, follow on and share the same fate.

A Gentleman being on a morning visit to a la
dy. the conversation turned on fashion and finally
dress. The long waists and short waists and
high heads and low heads, the high heels and low
h.-els. eachdn their t'xn ; at length, said her lady
ship—So, sir, extremes of fashion do not meet
with yotir approbation. But pray what do you
think of
/ That fashion, said be,
the ladies may carry as high as they please.

YANKEE WIT.
‘‘ Mister.” said a young yankee to a distin ■
guished Philadelphian, “ as you seem to be prettv

>
-

Family Horse for Sale.

Take Notice.

JACOB FISHER,
^>AS for sale, a COLT of the Masculine Gender,
S- S corn into this vile and Scandalous World, the
twenty-seventh of April last.—his colour chesnut.—
his limbs straight and elegant—his gate a square trot—*
his agility that of a Fawn—his crest superb-his head
and tail look upto the meridian Sun—in short, [as
mothers say of their children} “it is a perfect beauty.”
will be -old cheap because the owner does not want
him.—Kennebunk, October 9, 1824.

OR Sale a good family horse, to be sold for no
fault, only for want of employmet—For partic
t
ulars enquire of the subscriber.
,
DANIEL WISE.
Kennebunk, Oct. 1 1824.

F

£ LL persons indebted to the Subscriber, are
requested to make an immediate payment —
Those indebted to him, whose Accompts are of
one or more years standing ; are requested to call
and settle the sutne, by Note, or some other way,
by the first day of November next ; as all unset
tled accompts will be put out of his bands afterthe
above date, for collection.

JASON N LANGDON.
Kennebunk-Pert, Sept. 22d. 1824.

NEW GOODS.

Samuel L. Osborn,

O ESPECTFULLY informs the’public, that he haa>
GBSOTOTOHj
St. CO«
removed to the New Store opposite the Eay
HAVE just received and are now opening for sale,
Scales, where he intends keeping supplied with Goods
a general assortment of English, India, Amer
and earnestly solicits a share of their custom.
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk-Port lean and W. I, Goods.—Particulars next week.
The least favor from them shall be requited by a
Kennebunk, Oct. 9, 1824
October 1, 1824.
faithful and upright discharge of duty in his line of
BRIGGS, Israel Crediford, Eli
business.
phalet Durrill, Francis Fortune, Sarah
N. B. The Store, which he removed from, will be.
leased, immediately, on application as above.
Huse. John Thompson, Josiah Linscott, Mr Lit
Sept. 17.
tlefield, Charlotte Merrdl, Richard Pike, Huldah
JUST published, and for sale at
Proctor, Olivia Perkins, Jotham Rhodes, Cleophus Smith. STEPHEN TOWNE, P. M.
Price
cents.
A NTI DYSPEPTIC PILLS, prepared by HENKennebunk. Oct. g, 1824.
Zm. RY J \ MES.—An approved remedy for Dys

LIST OF LETTERS,

p<

«'dock,and msucceeded hv
,fnco« which lasted until nine o’ci
W-,len same 8(,*nds rec<

-

-i

Reformation Melodies.

J. K. REMICHS BOOKSTORE,

Valuable Medicine.

LIST OF LETTERS,

peptic, or Indigestion, Habitual Cositiveness, and
Piles.
It is well known that Dyspeptia is one of the
most frequent diseases of our country. Its com
mencement is indicated in different patients by varh
ous symptoms, of which the most remarkable are—
Irregularity of the bowels, obstinate cositiveness,
headach, commonly called nervoas.or sick headach,
yellowness of the eyes and skin, acidity of the stom
ach after eating, often called heart burn, flatulence
or wind on the stomach, bitter taste in the mouth in
the morning, foetid breath, drowsiness after dinner,
debility, lassitude, emaciation, depression of spirits,
&c.
Piles being connected with indigestion and cosi
tiveness are certeinly and speedily removed by the
Pills.
Persons afflicted with any of the above symptoms,
are assured that the Anti-Dyspeptic Pills are a rem
edy well worth their attention, and entitled to their
P Q R. S.
HE Copartnership hertofore existing under the entire confidence.
Thomas Perkins, Mrs. Perkins, Susan Perkins,
firm of W. & I. JEFFERDS, is dissolved, all
Richard Stone, Israel Stone, Joseph M. Stevens,
persons having demands against or indebted to said
Ainos Stevens.
kejweuujck
firm are requested to call on Wm.Feffer.ds and set
August 22, 1823.
T. U. V. W.
tle immediately.
Deacon John Taylor—Frances Watts & Lord.
Kennebunk-Port, Oct 4,1824.
BARNA BAS PALMER, P. M.
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, October1, 1824,
A. B. C.
TOHN L. BRIGGS, Rebecca Buker, Lyman,
ARNAB AS PALMER, Has for sale the Chris
John B-ragdon—Ebenezer Cousens, Lyman,
tian Almanac, by the Groce, dozen or single.
Stephen Cleaves, Abigail Conant,
He has also received from Boston a lot of excellent
Connecticut CHEESE.
D. E. F. G.
Winter Strained pressed SPERM OIL, and Sperm
William S. Emerson—Francis Fortune, BiddeCandles, and One hundred pair of Men’s best thick
James urnaid—-Diamond Gillpatrlck.
leather SHOES for Winter’s wear.
H- I. J. K.
Also,—h. general assortment of English and West
Capt. Josiah Huff, Paul H. Hussey, Benjamin
India
Hanson—Thomas Jordan, Esq. 2—Richard Kim
ball.
and of Iron, Hollow and Stone Ware,
L. M. N. O.
Kennebunk, Oct. 8, 1824.
Dummer Lord, Meribah Littlefield, Noah
Littlefield, Samuel Littlefield—Messrs. Hugh &
Adam McCulloch 2. Hugh’McCulloch.

Almanacs jor

1)1

mlwame so Im. 1
‘Gwood
ai'!J'from the nm
and l,irious, I

B

GOODS.
Dissolution.

Vute 1 gueas you wo’d’nt object answering a few
questions/’—“ Not at all,” replied the traveller
1 wiM answer, as well as I am able as many as
you may thick proper to ask.
“Well, then said the yankee,
did you ever
See a pumpkin ?” “ Certainly hundreds.” “Then
you know what they be I sfloset-now if yon throw a
great pumpkin up mt> the air. I should like you to
tell me wbat it would come down?” The Pbiladelphian suspecting a trick, determined to defeat
the interrogater by the mot.t simple reply—he
^^HE subscriber respectfully requests all per
therefore answered that he supposed it would
sons indebted to him by Note or Account
co ne down a pumpkin.
Not at all,” said the of more than three months standing to make pay
yankee. with some little show of exultation, “if ,
ment prior to the first of October next.
you throw a pumpkin up into the air, I gaes» it
He would also inform his customers that he con
Gome down a Squash.
tinues to carry on the Tailoring business at his
old stand—where he will be haopy to wait on those
, The late Dr. Magratb being called upon to
wanting work done in the line of his profession.
wisir a sick man, aski d him as he ent« red the room
t
JAMES L. ROSS.
he did S *■ q doctor/’ replied the man in a

Kot ice,

Kennebunk, Sept,

17, 1824.
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Notice.
the subscribers having been appointed by the
* ’
Hon. Jonas Clark Esq Judge of Probate of
Wlils to receive and examine the claims of Creditors
to the estate of

THOMAS SANIIS, Esq.
late of Lyman, deceased, represented insolvent, do
hereby give notice, that six months are allowed said
Creditors to bring in and prove their claims, and that
we shall attend that service on the last Monday of this
and the five following months at the house of the late
Thomas Sands, Esq deceased, from 12 to 3 o’clock
P. M.
JOHN LOW,
NA THAN HANSON.
Octoker Zy 1824,

Corn, Flour and Macker elb

GREENOUGH, BOD WELL, & CO.
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HAVE FOE SALE,

SOO Bushels Corn,
30

Bls. and half bls. snperfine Flour,

Bls. Nos. 2 and 3 Mackerell, &c.
September 17, 1824.
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A good assortment of Justice Blanks
for sale at this Office^
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